Leading Manufacturer of Food Processing Equipments

GUNGUNWALA
FOOD EQUIPMENT PVT. LTD.
About Us

- Established in 2010, at Ahmedabad
- ISO 9001:2008 Certified Company
- Well-developed Manufacturing Unit
- Esteemed Clientele Spread across the Globe
- Machines are appreciated for their Pertinent Features
- Transparent business practice

www.foodprocessingequipment.in
Incorporated years ago in this domain, we are well-known manufacturer and supplier of premium quality of Food Processing Equipment which are hugely used in food industry. The manufactured **Food Processing Equipments** is the transformation of raw ingredients, by physical or chemical means into food, or of food into other forms. The food processing mainly includes activities like mincing and macerating, liquefaction, emulsification, and food preparation like boiling, peeling, frying or grilling, pickling, pasteurization and numerous types of preservation and canning or other product packaging.
Potato Chips Making Machine

We are extremely much-admired name in the industry affianced in offering an excellent assortment of **Potato Chips making machine**. This machine not only is designed for frying potato chips/crisps and French fries, but it is also appropriate for frying other products like broad bean, peanuts, and puffed food, drumsticks, rice crust etc. The machines are operated automatically with a well-organized electric motor; the machine can easily peel of potatoes of any size or shape. Moreover, our vast transportation facility has enabled us to deliver the Potato chips Machine within the time specified by our clients.
We being leading manufacturer, supplier of *Potato Chips Production Line*. These offered potato chips production line is a continuous and automatic machine which is anything but difficult to work. Also the offered equipments of the potato chips production line are made of stainless steel which is anything but difficult to clean and satisfies the sterile guidelines. We are utilized with the team of nourishment technologists who recognize the necessities of the clients regarding their structure and other specialized details, for example, limit material, warming choice, measurements and kind of fuel.
Gungunwala’s food processing equipments supplies gives high caliber of strong Banana Chips making Machine. We are leading manufacturer of **Banana Chips Making Machines** that are used for cutting bananas as plain chips, gratings or rippled at any rate the customers will wish to get ready. These banana slicer machines are likewise open with twin heads which can be driven by a solitary engine. Made in passive consent with industry set parameters underneath exacting organization, these Banana chips making machines are untainted to lessen physical work with most profitable fitness.
Empowered with rich current experienced designers, we are busy with offering an expansive course of action of **Potato Peeling Machine**. The offered machines are massively considered among our customers as a result of their outstanding quality and high durability. These potatoes washing peeling machine is phenomenally intended for washing and peeling potatoes, sweet potatoes, carrots, taros and various sorts of root vegetables and natural products that holds bleeding edge development at home and abroad. The potato peeling machine is out and out modified with one contact technique and is gift packaged. The electric vegetable peeler machine manages your potatoes, natural products similarly as potatoes thusly at the push of one decision.
Our Flourished range of product

- Semi Automatic Chips Frying Line
- Batch Type Potato / Banana Chips Line
- Kurkure Production Line
- **Fully Automatic Snacks Pellet Frying Line**
- Potato Chips Fryer / Potato Chips Making Machine
- Namkeen Making Machine/ Namkeen Fryer Machine
- Banana Chips Making Machine
- Potato Chips Making Machine
- Circular Fryer Indirect Heating
- Rotary Roaster Machine
Features of Food Processing Equipment

- Available for potato in various sizes
- Easy operating and cleaning
- Washing and Peeling at the same time
- Thickness can be freely adjusted
- Whole cutting procedure with no broken chips
- Water temperature is automatically controlled
- We offer different capacity for your potato chips line
- Low broken rate in seasoning process
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Why Choose Us?

- Maximum Client Satisfaction
- Customized Solution
- Effective Packaging facility
- Timely delivery schedule
- Managed by expert professionals
- Reasonable & fair prices
Contact Us

Address

Unit-1 G-B, Unit-2 4/1,
Aashutosh Industrial Estate,
Kadadara Road, ZAK-G.I.D.C.,
Dehgam Road, G. N. – 382330,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat- INDIA

Managing Director

Mr. S. P. SINGH :– +91- 99097 20566

Email : info@gungunwala.com
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